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TEAM TOYOTA, GLEN MILLS, PA

With help from the right technology and live market insights, Team Toyota has risen from #10 to #2
in their district. Discover how this dealership has been able to grow their inventory, increase their
turn by 33% and improve their average retail sales by 10% each month.

About Team Toyota, Glen Mills, PA

Team Toyota is part of a three-store group operating in the
competitive suburban Philadelphia market. Formerly Carousel
Toyota, the store has been part of the Team Toyota group since 2013.

Team Toyota Sets Their Sights on Growth

For years, General Manager Lisa Diskin aspired to grow Team Toyota
of Glen Mills, PA, to compete at the top of their suburban Philadelphia
market. But she kept seeing inconsistent progress.
Diskin and her new car team felt stuck. Team Toyota had repeatedly
ranked among the bottom third of Toyota dealers in their district
and region. The store made decent money, but Diskin envisioned a
brighter – and more profitable – future on the horizon.
Determined to find success in their market, Team Toyota took a
closer look at how they handled inventory age and sales volume
issues in their used vehicle department. They realized the same
principles could be applied to the dealership’s new car sales. So they
adopted a turn-and-earn strategy, an approach that demanded they
pay more attention to their inventory – both on the lot and in their
online showroom.
“I started looking at SRPs and VDPs when we had inventory age
issues,” Diskin says. “I found that some of our aged units weren’t
appearing on the third-party sites. As a marketer, I knew this wasn’t
right. I started to play with pricing, photos, descriptions and other
things we offer. It changed our lives.”
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TEAM TOYOTA STATS
Retail Sales:
150 New Vehicle Sales/Month
(Up from 105 in January 2017)
Ranking:
#2 In Region
(up from #9-10 in past)
#6 in CPO Sales
Inventory Size:
200 average in 2015; 300 average in 2017
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Team Toyota Re-Thinks Their Strategy with Conquest™
By late 2016, the market appeared to be softening, but Diskin and her team
didn’t want that challenge to get in the way of their growth.
“I knew that if I want to grow, I needed to get a better handle on my new
vehicle inventory,” Diskin says. “I wasn’t turning my vehicles as fast as other
dealers in my district or region, so I wasn’t earning as many vehicles as I
needed. When you have an aged vehicle in the Toyota world, it actually will
hurt your future allocations and your ability to grow.”
Diskin and her team had already applied some of their used vehicle
turn-and-earn practices to their new vehicle department. Whenever new
vehicles in their inventory hit 60 days of age, they would adjust the prices
to below the MSRP and then market the vehicles as red-tag specials to help
them turn faster.
While the process made sense, putting it into practice was another matter.
The store’s sales manager struggled to find the time to closely monitor all
of the inventory and manually reprice vehicles that hit 60 days of age.
So, Team Toyota started looking for a tool that would help them be more
efficient and continue to grow.
They found the right solution with Conquest, vAuto’s new vehicle inventory
management system that empowers dealers to better stock, price, trade and
merchandise their inventory.
“The first thing I noticed in the Conquest demo was my sales manager
wouldn’t have to do this anymore,” Diskin says. “We probably had 15
to 20 vehicles as red-tag specials when we were doing the adjustments
manually. Now, there are probably 50 because Conquest makes it happen
automatically.”
The improvement has helped the dealership achieve two of their top goals:
retail aged units faster and earn the allocations they need to grow.

We probably had 15 to 20 vehicles as
red-tag specials when we were doing
the adjustments manually. Now, there
are probably 50 because Conquest
makes it happen automatically.”
Lisa Diskin
Managing Partner, Team Toyota
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The 4 Keys to Their Turn-and-Earn Success

Conquest has also helped Diskin and Team Toyota improve their new car strategy in other key areas.
Vehicle Merchandising:
In the past, Diskin and her managers lacked an
easy-access portal to do a virtual walk through of their
entire new vehicle inventory. “There are just too many
cars to do [it] manually,” Diskin says. “With Conquest, I
don’t have to log in to six different places. The cars are all
right there.”
Conquest ensures that every new vehicle goes online with
a fresh description on the first day it’s listed. Previously,
Diskin and her team would customize and touch up
descriptions only after the vehicle was added to their
inventory and they had the time to do the updates.
“Once again, there were too many cars to keep on top
of it,” she says.
Conquest also offers a level of visibility that helps them
sell cars faster. For example, the dealership’s sales
manager recently noticed that a Prius had reached the
60-day mark. When he clicked on the car to read the
description, he discovered that it didn’t list a certain
package, one that’s popular among customers. Once
they corrected the problem, the car sold six days later.
Vehicle Pricing:
Insight spurs innovation at Team Toyota. Conquest
has helped them understand how buyers respond to
automated price changes. The team sees the SRP/VDP
patterns on a per-car basis and can infer when a car with
a specific price will likely go home with a buyer.
Conquest gives Diskin and her team a more precise view
of the retail market, enabling them to adjust pricing rules
and customize their inventory age intervals based on
what’s happening in the market.

Customer Engagement:
With Conquest, Diskin’s managers have more time and
energy to focus on managing their sales teams and
perfecting their inventory strategy.
“We’ve changed our Internet process,” Diskin notes.
“My manager has more time to look at prospects in our
CRM and see if a sales person is making the follow-up
calls as they should. If they’re looking at inventory, they
can’t do that and sell cars.”
Inventory Composition:
The more the team uses Conquest, the more adept they
are at identifying and ordering the vehicles with the
highest market demand. These valuable insights also
inform their dealer trade decisions. When they know what
vehicles customers are looking for, they can order and
trade for the fastest-turning combinations. Team Toyota’s
managers are now much more circumspect and precise
about the preferences they send to their OEM.
“I know that I have to make every vehicle count to
continue to grow,” Diskin says. “My goal now is to start
fixing my inventory before it even gets to me.”
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Results at Team Toyota

Diskin credits Conquest for Team Toyota’s improved inventory and sales process, asserting that Conquest has helped her
dealership reach new heights and become more profitable.
Team Toyota’s new vehicle department has gone from selling around 100 units per month to a consistent 165-car average.
Those gains are a key factor in their growth, especially in a softer market.
Team Toyota is seeing this new car sales success have a positive impact in all other areas of their business. The store is
now #6 in the region in Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) sales, an improvement that came from returning customers and more
incoming trade-ins. The service department is benefiting from a steady flow of more new and used vehicle customers. And
in F&I, the results have risen with the increase in new and used vehicle sales.
“When you’re selling more cars, you’re making a lot more money,” Diskin says. “The back-end matters. Our grosses are
definitely better. Nothing has gone backwards since we’ve been on Conquest. It’s all been up.”
But perhaps the sweetest win for Diskin and her team is the realization that growth isn’t just an idea – it’s a real,
attainable goal that makes a big difference in their paychecks, their momentum and their overall profitability.
“I’ve been the little guy for so long,” Diskin says.

We out-sold our sister store for the first time
ever. It’s amazing. I’m doing cartwheels.”
Lisa Diskin
Managing Partner, Team Toyota

Drive Better Performance and Profitability with Conquest
Lisa Diskin is just one of the more than 2,000 franchise dealers who use Conquest to drive better performance and
profitability in their new vehicle departments. Conquest empowers you to better stock, price, trade and merchandise your
new car inventory with the primary goal of selling more.

Visit vAuto.com/Diskin
to take a video tour of Conquest.

THINK DIFFERENTLY. SELL MORE. ONLY WITH CONQUEST.
vAuto.com | 888-536-4086

